
Together we can   
make a difference.TM

Introduction

Is your business ‘lighting’ up more energy than it really needs? Creating lighting 
efficiencies in your business is generally one of the easiest ways to reduce energy bills, 
as lighting accounts for a large portion of energy use. In fact, in a typical office, lighting 
contributes to around 38 percent of all energy used5. Depending on the business type, 
lighting efficiencies can reduce energy costs by up to 50 percent2.

When investigating lighting changes, identify opportunities with an electrician or lighting 
specialist and create a plan to increase energy efficiencies and decrease greenhouse 
gases. Every kilowatt hour saved in lighting can help save greenhouse gas emissions. Prior 
to undertaking projects, ensure that all work conducted is in line with workplace OH&S 
guidelines. 

Energy Saving Tips

Quick wins
Flick the switch.•	  Turn off lights if you are away from a room for more than ten minutes. 

No work, no light.•	  Ensure employees turn off all lights after business hours and on 
weekends.

Only use necessary light•	 . It may be best to utilise a lamp (with compact fluorescent 
lights (CFLs) that provides you with the light you require, rather than turning on a light 
system that illuminates entire areas).

Turn off display lights after hours.•	  Remember to turn off your show room or display 
lighting after hours. Leaving lights on overnight, simply adds to your electricity bill. 

Dust lights.•	  Believe it or not, up to 50 percent of light reduction on fixtures and lamps 
can be caused by dust. Establish a cleaning schedule of lights to ensure that all lights 
operate at an optimum level.

Optimise available light.•	  Ensure all light coloured surfaces are regularly cleaned and 
paint dark walls and ceilings with lighter colours to reflect and maximise available 
light. 

Make the switch: incandescent to compact fluorescent light (CFL) globes.•	  A typical CFL 
uses around 75-80 percent less electricity and lasts between eight and fifteen times 
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longer than an incandescent light globe6. So, even though CFLs are more expensive 
than incandescent globes, they will last a lot longer and their lifecycle costs work out 
more cost effective. 

Take advantage of natural light.•	  Remove objects that are blocking windows to ensure 
you maximise optimal lighting. Why not open the blinds and curtains and let the 
sunlight shine?

Let there by light.•	  Uncovering an old skylight can provide your workplace with natural 
light and if installed properly, an energy-efficient skylight can help minimise your 
heating and cooling too.

Exchange exit sign lighting•	 . Replace incandescent exit lighting with light emitting 
diode (LED) lamps. LED models use approximately 70 percent less energy than 
conventional units and can provide significant energy and cost savings2. 



Long Term
Install dimmer controls. •	 New dimmer controls minimise light output and extend lamp 
life, reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Ask an electrician if dimmer controls are 
compatible with your current light fittings.  

Re-wire central lighting.•	  When small sections of lighting are required, central lighting is 
not the most efficient solution. By re-wiring, localised lights can be switched on when 
and if required, saving energy and money. Areas with natural light access can also be 
re-wired, so that while some lights can turn on during the day, other unnecessary lights 
may stay off.  

Fit reflectors.•	  Install light fittings with reflectors that direct light to specified areas and 
do not absorb too much light, creating improved efficiency by up to 40 percent2.  

Employ ballasts.•	  A ballast is a device intended to limit the amount of current in an 
electric circuit and is used where a load does not regulate its own current usage 
sufficiently. Around 20 percent of the total energy used in fluorescent systems is lost 
in heat from the ballast. By installing low loss ballasts for fluorescent lighting, savings 
can be made in energy costs. 

Set up sensors.•	  To reduce light usage, install motion sensors or timer switches in areas 
which you do not frequent often such as bathrooms and meeting rooms. 

Invest in green energy.•	  Choosing Government accredited Origin GreenPower can 
benefit everyone and is one of the simplest things your business can do to reduce 
its impact on our environment. We give you the choice of accredited new renewable 
energy from environmentally friendly sources such as solar and wind energy. For more 
information about Origin GreenPower, visit www.originenergy.com.au/GreenBusiness.

Benefits

Cost Benefits
The above mentioned actions can result in significant cost benefits in terms of reduced or 
avoided:

energy consumption;•	

maintenance costs of older lighting systems;•	

replacement costs due to reduced operating life of lighting; and•	

running costs. •	

Environmental Benefits
The associated environmental benefits may include:

resource conservation from avoided maintenance and repairs; and•	

avoided emissions, including greenhouse gases, through energy conservation.•	

Did you know?
1. In a typical commercial building lighting accounts for 15-20 percent of the 
energy used3.

2. In some buildings, making the most of natural light can save 10-20 
percent in lighting costs3. So open your blinds and draw your curtains! 

3. Fluorescent lamps cut greenhouse gas emissions and working costs by 
around 75 percent, while creating just as much light5.

4. Fluorescent lights can be switched on around 6,600 times before they 
will lose their energy5.
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Useful references

Australian Government – Department of Environment, Water, Heritage & The Arts – 1. 
Global Warming Cool It 
www.environment.gov.au/settlements/gwci/

Australian Government – Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts – 2. 
Greenhouse challenge Plus 
www.environment.gov.au/settlements/challenge/publications/

Government of Western Australia – Sustainable Energy Development Office 3. 
www.sedo.energy.wa.gov.au/ 
www.home.energy.wa.gov.au/pdf/energy_savings_office_2005.pdf

NSW Government – Department of Energy, Utilities & Sustainability – Work Energy 4. 
Smart 
www.energysmart.com.au 
www.deus.nsw.gov.au

Queensland Government  - Environmental Protection Agency – Eco-efficiency for 5. 
Small Business 
www.epa.qld.gov.au/publications/p02283aa.pdf/Ecoefficiency_for_small_business_
Office.pdf 

Sustainability Victoria 6. 
www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/ 
www.saveenergy.vic.gov.au/common/files/Fast_Facts_on_Energy_Efficient_Lighting_
(PDF_532KB).pdf 

US Department of Energy 7. 
www.doe.gov/lightingdaylighting.htm

Further information

For more information visit www.originenergy.com.au or phone our dedicated small 
business team on 1300 730 533.

Endorsement

This fact sheet is endorsed by Ingrid Cornander, MSc Environmental Engineering and 
Senior Consultant with Impact Employee Communications – An Ogilvy Public Relations 
Worldwide Company. It is for general use only and should be used as a reference guide only.


